
Process of Perception; how the world is ‘generated’ as per the EBTs 

for experiencing through EBT Vipassana 

                                     Kh                           

Image + Seeing  Eye-consciousness Contact at the eye 

Kh 

 

 Kh Kh Kh 

Sound+ Hearing  

Taste + Tongue  

Smell + Nose  

Touch + Body/skin  

Thoughts + Mind sense base  

 

---------Material--------- -----Consciousness-------  -------------- Psychological/ mental -------------  

 (‘Rupa’) Kh        (‘Vinnana’) Kh   (‘Nama’) 

Progression through time;  

Increasing detail of signal;  

increasing avijja (noise) in signal  

 

Lasting effects of insight practice on signal, begins at the periphery and  

works towards the source (Ditti, Citta, Sanna, in that order) with time.  

 

Only one of the above factors are experienced to exist, at any given time 

Cause – Effect 

The above shows that it is specific cause – specific effect (‘idapaccayata’). There is no cause for a Self to arise, at any 

point. The Five Aggregates are mistakenly thought to be Self, yet they aren’t.  

Contact (‘phassa’) doesn’t give rise to consciousness for example. 

 

As only one cause or effect exists at a given time, the world cannot be said to exist according to the experience of 

the ordinary worldling, as far as we can know.  

The world cannot be said not to exist, as there is arising; it cannot be said not to exist, as there is passing away 

(SN12.15). 

 

With metta, 

Dr. Matheesha Gunathilake 

Feeling (‘vedana’) Kh 

Consciousness 

specific to 

sense base  

Contact  
specific  
to sense base  

Labelling (‘sanna’) Kh 

 Fabrications (‘sankharaha’)   

  Includes intensions, manasikara Kh                                      

Arising and passing away:  
Aggregates (‘khanda’): Kh 

A worldling’s undifferentiated experience of 

Mental components (nama) and 

consciousness (Vinnana) together, 

simultaneously, is called citta. Even for 

enlightened beings if they are not doing 

EBT vipassana they will experience ‘a citta’ 

but have insight it is not single phenomena, 

but a multiplicity. 
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